
Customer FAQs

Why can’t I renew my contract with Job Posts? 

How will Job Slots work for me?

What should I expect as I migrate to Job Slots? 

What happens to my data? Where can I find it? 

What happens to my Job Posts budget? 

Can I continue with Automated Job Postings and basic jobs for free? 

What's next for Job Slots? 
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How will Job Slots work for me? 
Job Slots are a convenient and cost-effective way to post and promote job openings to attract 
qualified candidates. You can rotate your job postings in and out of a Slot as many times as you need 
to, giving you the flexibility to find the right candidates for your roles.

The benefits of using Job Slots include:

Simplicity
Once you post your job, 
LinkedIn will take care of 
matching it to suitable 
candidates, saving you 
time and effort.

Efficiency
Rather than managing 
multiple job postings and 
budgets, you can easily 
swap out jobs for new ones 
once you’ve received 
enough applicants.

Predictability
With Job Slots, you know 
exactly how much you’ll spend 
on all job postings for the 
duration of your contract, 
so you can plan your budget 
with confidence.
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Overall, Job Slots are a useful tool for businesses looking to streamline their hiring process and find 
the right candidates for their open positions.
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Why can’t I renew my contract with Job Posts? 
We’re constantly assessing our offerings to ensure we’re providing the best solutions for our customers. 
In doing so, we discovered that Job Posts may not provide the best support for your hiring needs. As a 
response to this feedback, we’ve decided to discontinue Job Posts.

3 What should I expect as I migrate to Job Slots? 
Job Posts will be removed from your dashboard, and Job Slots will become available. All active jobs 
are closed and will need to be reopened. Closed jobs can be found by filtering for “Closed” under the 
“Job status” filter. 

What happens to my data? Where can I find it? 
Your data will be conserved throughout the migration. Your candidate data can be found by first 
filtering for jobs that are “Closed” within the “Job status” filter and then selecting each job’s candidate 
management dashboard. Historical spend data related to Job Posts will need to be requested through 
a support ticket.

What happens to my Job Posts budget? 
We recommend you use the remainder of your budget to promote jobs before the end of your Job 
Posts contract. Please speak to your sales representative about your contract and rollover details. 
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Can I continue with Automated Job Postings and basic jobs for free? 
Job Slots has a similar offering to Automated Job Postings called Job Wrapping, which allows you to 
post and promote jobs directly from your applicant tracking system. It can be purchased at the time of 
renewal for Job Slots. Job Wrapping must be enabled in order for Job Slots to have basic job posting 
functionality. To learn more about Job Wrapping, please visit our Customer Learning center. 

What's next for Job Slots? 
There are many exciting features and enhancements in the works for Job Slots to help you hire more 
efficiently. We’re working on an enhanced automation and posting experience to provide you with 
more data-driven recommendations and new ways to quickly identify the most-qualified candidates.
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https://training.talent.linkedin.com/page/jobs
https://training.talent.linkedin.com/page/jobs#language_english,topic_job-wrapping

